Data analysis for metabolomics is undergoing rapid progress thanks to the proliferation of novel tools and the standardization of existing workflows. However, as datasets and experiments continue to increase in size and complexity, standardized workflows are often not sufficient. In addition, as the ground truth for metabolomics experiments is intrinsically unknown, there is no way to critically evaluate the performance of tools. Here, we investigate the problem of dynamic multi-class metabolomics experiments using a simulated dataset with a known ground truth and evaluate the performance of tinderesting, a new and intuitive tool based on gathering expert knowledge to be used in machine learning, and compare it to EDGE, a statistical method for sequence data. This paper presents three novel outcomes. First we present a way to simulate dynamic metabolomics data with a known ground truth based on ordinary differential equations. This method is made available through the MetaboLouise R package. Second, we show that the EDGE tool, originally developed for genomics data analysis, is highly performant in analyzing dynamic case vs control metabolomics data. Last, we introduce the tinderesting method to analyse more complex dynamic metabolomics experiments that performs on par with statistical methods. This tool consists of a Shiny app for collecting expert knowledge, which in turn is used to train a machine learning model to emulate the decision process of the expert. This approach does not replace traditional data analysis workflows for metabolomics, but can provide additional information, improved performance or easier interpretation of results. The advantage is that the tool is agnostic to the complexity of the experiment, and thus is easier to use in advanced setups. All code for the presented analysis, MetaboLouise and tinderesting are freely available.
Using expert driven machine learning to enhance dynamic metabolomics data analysis.
The field of metabolomics, which studies small molecules inside organisms, has seen 2 rapid growth over the last two decades and the amount of data being generated by 3 metabolomics experiments keeps increasing. Although for many "typical" experiments 4 standardized workflows are available, for more complex experiments such as dynamic 5 metabolomics, sometimes also called longitudinal or time-resolved metabolomics, 6 standardized workflows are lacking. With experiments gaining complexity, manual data 7 processing and analysis becomes less feasible. 8 Over the last years many initiatives have focused on providing free and open access 9 workflows and pipelines for metabolomics data analysis. For example, 10 Workflow4Metabolomics [1] (W4M) provides an intuitive way of constructing workflows 11 by linking modules together. These modules provide a multitude of steps for 12 preprocessing, statistics, normalization and others. Many of these tools were originally 13 written in R, python, etc. but have been converted to the Galaxy [2] environment that 14 underlies W4M. The net result is that anyone now has access to the most advanced 15 tools, but more importantly the workflows can be automated, standardized and shared, 16 thereby greatly improving verifiability and reproducibility of research and results. This 17 push towards reproducibility is, for example, also apparent in the new release of 18 MetaboAnalyst [3] , which is accompanied by the R package MetaboAnalystR [4] to 19 allow researchers to easily share their workflow code for identifying compounds. 20 A specific type of metabolomics research consists of dynamic metabolomics 21 experiments. Small molecules and their processes are the direct result of biochemical 22 activity and therefore, metabolomics describes an inherently dynamic process. There is 23 a large variety of dynamic metabolomics experimental setups, for example studying 24 specific hormone levels in a single patient over a single day to find recurring patterns 25 relating to biorhythm, or quantifying the treatment effect for a certain known 26 metabolite, etc. An overview with examples and approaches to analyze these 27 experiments can be found in Smilde et al. [5] . This paper focuses on the data analysis of 28 untargeted dynamic metabolomics experiments. We can illustrate the need for such 29 experiments by considering the use case of prodrug metabolism. Aspirin (acetylsalicylic 30 acid), for example, is a prodrug and as such is not pharmacologically active. When 31 taking this medication the body effectively starts converting it into the active medicine. 32 In this process certain metabolites are consumed and others are formed over a period of 33 time. If it is unknown which metabolites are formed from possible active compounds or 34 prodrugs, untargeted experiments can deliver answers. However, the data processing of 35 such dynamic experiments is not trivial, as there are often multiple sample classes 36 measured over multiple time points.
37
There is no common default strategy yet for the data analysis of large-scale, 38 untargeted, dynamic metabolomics experiments in which, simultaneously, a large 39 number of features need to be considered but also a large variety of different time 40 profiles. One promising approach mentioned by Smilde et al. [5] is EDGE [6, 7] . This 41 tool originates from the genomics field and uses natural cubic splines. Even though it is 42 not widely used in metabolomics it provides a promising solution for discriminating 43 different time profiles. The drawback is that EDGE is specifically tailored to two-class 44 problems. Using EDGE for multi-class experiments is not straightforward as problems 45 arise both on the multiple testing aspect and on the combination of individual two-class 46 comparisons (which is further elaborated in the Materials and Methods section).
47
In this paper we propose a workflow that provides an easy and intuitive solution to 48 these problems. This is done by incorporating expert knowledge into the analysis 49 pipeline, in a playful manner that we implemented in an app called "tinderesting".
50
Experts are iteratively shown figures of data entities, for example features, and rate 51 each based on whether the feature is interesting or not. Next, this labeled data provided 52 2/13 analyze the full dataset. The idea is in spirit analogous to the recaptcha concept, in 54 which internet users are required to decipher jumbled-up words that are presented on 55 the screen, assisting in elucidating hard to digitize text from old manuscripts [9] . The 56 suggested method inherently tries to emulate the decision process of the expert. Note 57 that this also means that if the expert is biased, the model will be biased as wel.
58
Specific precautions need to be taken to avoid such biases, as discussed in the 59 Discussion & Conclusion section. The advantage of our approach is that it is simple to 60 perform and, in comparison with EDGE, it is agnostic to the number of sample classes 61 present in the data. The one prerequisite is that the data can be readily visualized in a 62 way that offers the expert a quick view on whether a feature is interesting or not. This 63 is indeed the case in dynamic metabolomics experiments.
64

Materials and methods
65
Validation dataset: dynamic metabolomics data 66 To demonstrate EDGE and tinderesting we first work with a simulated dataset. The 67 advantage of this approach is that the dataset can be constructed in such a way that 68 the ground truth is known. However, constructing such a simulated longitudinal 69 metabolomics dataset is not common practice. We propose a dedicated method for 70 simulating these data, based on a limited number of biologically inspired assumptions. 71 We compare the resulting dataset to an actual dynamic metabolomics dataset to 72 evaluate to which extent the simulated data is realistic.
73
Simulating dynamic metabolomics data 74 To simulate longitudinal metabolomics data we will use the following biologically 75 inspired assumptions: 76 1. the dynamics in the data are governed by an underlying network with an 77 appropriate connectivity distribution (the Baabási-Albert model is chosen [10, 11] , 78 see Supporting Information S1 for further discussion), 79 2. nodes in the network are metabolites, which have certain starting concentrations 80 that evolve over time, 4. some of these enzymes are assigned to multiple edges and are also influenced by 84 the adjacent nodes/metabolites. That way, an external influx in metabolite X can 85 cause a depletion of metabolite Y somewhere else in the network (X increases, 86 thus rate/flux of X to X' increases, this is the same rate/flux as the one from Y to 87 Y', so Y depletes), 88 5. the intake of certain compounds (e.g. nutrients) causes an external influx in some 89 metabolites, (temporary rise in concentration), affected because they are in a network that undergoes changes originating from external 106 influxes. These and only these are the metabolites of interest. Effectively this results in 107 a ground truth where 5% of the 1000 metabolites are biologically relevant. These are the 108 metabolites that the tools should label as significant. This setup is visualized in Fig 1. 109
Visualized simulation setup. Only in the first network there are metabolites that differ between sample and blank as well as between sample and negative control. For the remaining 95% of metabolites there is only a small difference in level of enzymes between sample and negative control. These enzymes convert one metabolite into the other with a rate dependent on the enzyme quantity. For the sample vs blank case the only difference is the omnipresent noise on starting concentrations.
The concentration flow in the network is governed by ordinary differential 110 equations [12] that are solved numerically by using the standard Euler equations with a 111 sufficiently small time step. More specific information can be found in the Supporting 112 Information S2 along with a small example network to illustrate the mathematics of The EDGE method [6, 7] , originating from genomics, is used to find the features that transformation so that each feature has a maximal intensity of 100 (divide by the 130 maximum and multiply by 100).
131
EDGE works in two steps to compare whether two groups exhibit significant 132 differential expression over time [6] . In the first step the null hypothesis is formed 133 stating that there is no difference between the two population time curves. A single 134 natural cubic spline curve is fitted to all the data and the goodness of fit is calculated. 135 Splines are chosen to keep the method flexible enough to capture different types of 136 dynamics. In the second step, the alternative hypothesis is formed and a separate curve 137 is fitted to each group (also a cubic spline). See Fig 2 for In this paper the model is used to score the dynamic metabolomics validation 174 dataset. Performance is evaluated by using ROC and PR curves. It is important to note 175 that, when applying tinderesting for rescoring, care needs to be taken to avoid 176 overfitting. Specifically, the features already used to train the tinderesting model need 177 to be removed from the dataset on which to apply rescoring. 
Results
179
Simulating dynamic metabolomics data 180
The result of the dynamic metabolomics simulation is a time curve of the concentration 181 for every metabolite (see Fig 4) . This continuous ground truth data is sampled at 182 discrete timepoints, corresponding to actual experiments where the underlying 183 biological process is continuous but samples are taken at distinct time intervals because 184 an LC-MS analysis of each sample can only be done at a limited number of time points. 185 The resulting simulated data for a single metabolite is visualized in Fig 5. Note that the 186 dynamics in these simulated data correspond visually to example dynamics from actual 187 experiments [16] , see Supporting information S6 for two examples. Fig 7) , because the differences between 198 the classes are present in all samples (albeit to a lesser degree for the 95% uninteresting 199 metabolites). When studying the experimental setup in Fig 1, it untargeted experiments is however not straightforward. Also, by combining the analysis, 207 the number of statistical tests per feature is effectively doubled. This theoretically leads 208 to an increase in false positive results.
209
The method that is proposed in the tinderesting model circumvents these problems 210
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The number of classes does not have an effect on the number of tests to be performed 212 and there are no difficulties in combining results. The outcome is a single score for each 213 feature, independent of the number of samples, groups or classes that are present in the 214 features. In this paper we presented the tinderesting tool to collect expert knowledge in an easy 251 and quick manner via a Shiny app. The expert(s) rate(s) features or images as being 252 interesting or not. To illustrate the method we used it to analyze a simulated dynamic 253 metabolomics dataset. Although this dataset was constructed specifically for this paper, 254 this method of simulating data can be relevant for other tools working with 255 longitudinal/dynamic metabolomics data as the dataset is comparable to experimental 256 longitudinal data [16] but allows the use of a ground truth for performance evaluation 257 (i.e. the relevant features are known). upfront thought of as being interesting, thus introducing a favourable bias towards the 275 metabolites that the researcher wants to find.
ROC performance comparison
PR performance comparison
276
The method inherently carries the disadvantage that a new model needs to be 277 trained for every experiment, or at least for every experiment with a different setup. If 278 experiment A is a metabolomics study where 5 time points are measured, it is 279 impossible to use this experiment to train a model for an otherwise identical experiment 280 B which contains 6 time points (at least not without throwing away some information 281 from experiment B). This is also true for experiments with different setups, different 282 instruments, etc. The advantage, however ,is that in experiments with a vast number of 283 features, only a small part need to be reviewed for the model to work (200 for the model 284 in this paper). This is a process that can be completed in a few minutes to maximally 285 one hour. Also, in experiments with a standardized processing pipeline, this method of 286 feature revision can be used to evaluate the quality of the results. A model trained to 287 filter out false positive results from true positive results can in turn be used to find false 288 negative results, thus effectively allowing quality control on data processing pipelines.
289
Availability and future directions 290 The functions to generate the simulated dynamic metabolomics data are available in the 291 MetaboLouise R package, available on github.com/Beirnaert/MetaboLouise and CRAN 292 (awaiting approval). A light version of tinderesting is also available on the former 293 GitHub repository. The light version uses a folder with pregenerated images for the 294 reviewing process. This allows the easy setup of the app without the need for significant 295 adjustments in the app to obtain the correct plots. Possible interesting additions to the 296 workflow can come from the active learning field. When the tinderesting app, after an 297 initial cold start phase, can query the expert with cases that lie close to the model's 298 decision boundary the learning rate can potentially be increased. 299 12/13
